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fter putting Eastern Michigan University in her estate
plans, Suzanne, a loyal EMU alumna and emeritus
faculty member, decided to go one step further.

She took adva,itage of tlie Charitable IRA Rollover, allowing her to start her impact on

students and EMU programs today. The Charitable IRA Rollover allows individuals
70 V2 or older to transfer funds from an individual retirement account (IRA)to a qualified
charity without undesired tax consequences.

The Charitable IRA Rollover is a great way to support Eastern Michigan while meeting

your IRA minimum annual distribution. For more information on the Charitable IRA
Rollover or other planned giving vehicles, call our office of planned giving at 734.481.2310.

Plan your legacy with Eastern Michigan
734.481.2310 I www.emufoundation.org/giftplanning
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Taking It All In
Seeing campus through the eyes ofa colleague
've heard of people having bucket lists-an inventory of things they'd like to do
before they die. Go to Hawaii. Jump out of an airplane. Things like that. But l had
never met anyone who kept a bucket list of things they'd like to do at work. l11at is,
until l met Debra.
Debra and I work in the Division ofCommunications. Not long after she started
her job, she told me about her EMU bucket list-all of the things she wanted to
experience and discover while working at EMU. I remember laughing when she first
told me, although the laughter quickly subsided once I realized that she was onto
something.
IfI remember correctly, her list started with the obvious: theatre performances,
sporting events, the planetarium. There was more, though. She wanted to meet
people. She wanted to visit buildings on campus where the normal routine of her
job would never take her.
Every once in a while, Debra and I go on walks around campus that are part
exercise, part adventure missions. We always take a different route, and we get
especially distracted when we see areas of campus that are under construction. To
us, those are "must see." The walks are fun because they're driven by an insatiable
curiosity. It's not the same type of fun that Morgan Freeman and Jack Nicholson
had in the movie "The Bucket List," but it's fun nonetheless.
It's in this spirit of discovery that we bring you "Hidden EMU," a photo essay
that begins on page 24. There are so many places on this vibrant campus that go
unnoticed, or no longer have their moment in the spotlight. Some are behind-the
scenes places that photographer Michael Andaloro needed special permission to
enter. Others are spaces that just go overlooked. AH are part of the fabric of this
great University. Enjoy.
-DG
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Eastern Michigan University 1s committed
to excellence in teaching, the extension
of knowledge through basic and applied
research, and creative and artistic expression.
Building on a proud trad1t1on of nauonal
leadership in the preparation of teachers, we
maximize educational opportunities and
personal and professional growth for students
from diverse backgrounds through an array
of bachelor's, master's and doctoral
programs. We provide a student focused
learning environment that pos1t1vely affects
the lives of students and the community. We
extend our commitment beyond the campus
boundaries to the wider community through
service initiatives and partnerships of mutual
interest addressing local, regional, national and
international opportunities and challenges.
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From the President

Working Together to Keep EMU Strong
Largefreshman class now calls Eastern home

E

stern Michigan Uni
crsity is a great, his
toric public university. We are
164-years old and nestled on
a picturesque campus in Yp
silanti-close to an interna
tional airport and the various
cultural and sports attractions
ofnearby Ann Arbor and
Detroit It is a dream location.
1he full semester has
been a time to come to
gether to talk, listen and
learn how we can all work
togetlm·-23,300 students
and more tl1an 1,900 faculty and staff-to share our love ofEastem
and our continuing commitment to create a college experience that
prepares students for successful careers and lives.
Together, our efforts have helped Ea.stem become the fastest
growing public university in the state ofMichigan for new freshmen
over tl1 e last tl,ree years.
Our fall 2013 freshman class of2,872 surpassed Eastem's previ
ous all-time record of2,854, set in 1999, and represents an increase
of43 percent, or 864 students, over the la.st three years.
For the second consecutive year, we also welcomed our largest
ever overall class ofnew w1dergraduates, 1vitl, a total of 5,210 new
students. Ths total includes first-time freshmen, transfer students,
students pursuing a second degree and otlier types of new under
graduate students-and surpasses la.st yea.r's record class of new
undergraduates ofS,076 tudents.
Our dra.n1atic growth in enrollment, in which we are bucking
state and national trend in decliningfrc hman enrollment, dem
onstrates Eastern's continued commitment to keeping costs down
while increasing financial aid, hiring new faculty and investing
wisely in key academic and student facilities.

Photograph by Randy Mascharka

'This year's incoming fresh
man class is also better prepared
academically. The average GPA
ofi.ncoming freshmen is 3.24, up
from 3.18 in 2012, and 3.11 in
2011. Average ACT scores are
also climbing. 'This year's fresh
man class has an average ACT
score of 22, up from 21.4 last
year and 21.1 in 2011.
Our Honors College, which
accepts students with at lea.st
a 25 ACT score and 3.5 high
school GPA, has nearly doubled
in freshman emollment since
2011. 'This year, we admitted our largest honors freshman class ever.
Increased enrolhnent also means more students living on cam
pus. 'This fall, more than 3,900 students are living on-campus, up
from 3,240 in 2010-representing the largest number living on
canipus since 2003.
Not only are more students enrolling at Eastern, more are gradu
ating as well. A record nwnber of2,376 students graduated last
spring, an increase ofmore than 27 percent since 2007.
Our students come from 79 Michigan counties, all 50 states and
71 different countries.
As we grow, we remain focused on our primary .mission, which
is to offer students an outstanding, connected academic experience
that prepares tliem for today's competitive job market.
We invite our 150,000 alwnni from around the globe to work
witl, us to make Eastern Michigan University the best place possible
for students to live, learn and tllrive. l welcome any questions or
comments you have. Please send me an email at office_of_the_
president@)emich.edu.
Thank you for your continued commitment to your alma mater.
I hope to see you on campus soon!
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Great Expectations

worked for the last 1 5 years in variou as
sociate athletic director roles at O U, which
is regularly cited as one of the top three
athletic departments nationally in terms of
ize, budget and prestige.
"Gene Smith talked about how great
she is at evaluating talent, her presence, her
organizational skills, how great she is with
people," Martin says. ''.And given his knowl
level, at Division 1, and they are among a
edge of Eastern, he thinks he's a perfect fit."
very select few. And with that comes great
Most recently at OSU, Lyke was a mem
responsibility and great expectations."
ber of the athletic department's executive
Great expectations also apply to Lyke,
who started at EMU on July 22 after a glow team and oversaw 1 0 of the university's 36
athletic programs. She was responsible for
ing recommendation by a campus search
the assessment, design and development of
committee that reviewed more than 80
the department's strategic plan, as well as
applicants to replace Derrick Gragg, who
budget oversight, revenue generation and
left for the University ofTulsa la t spring.
facilities. Lyke, who
In announcing
has a law degree, pre
Lyke's hiring as
viously worked for
vice president
• Bachelor's degree in education,
the NCAA for a year
and director of
University of Michigan, 1 992. Four
in rules compliance.
intercollegiate
year scholarship softball player.
She al o dealt with
athletics, EMU
• Juris Doctorate, University of Akron
NCAA compliance
President
Law School, 1 995.
for the Univer ity of
Susan Martin
Cincinnati before
says she talked
• Intern for the NCAA, 1 995-96.
moving to OSU,
to leaders of
• University of Cincinnati assistant
where she also served
college athlet
athletic director, 1 996-98.
on various Big Ten
ics around
• Senior Associate Athletic Director
and N CAA commit
the country.
(and other positions), Ohio State
tees.
"Everyone
University, 1 998-201 3.
Francine Parker,
raved about
•
her commu
chair of the EMU
Family: Husband David Catalano
and children Elle, Sophie and Eli.
nication skills,
Board of Regents,
how bright she
cited that breadth of
was, her experience with faculty in develop experience in endorsing Lyke's election.
"Eastern Michigan University Athlet
ing curriculum, fundraising, construction
ics is defined by ucce s on the field, in the
projects, oversight of the golf course, hiring
clas room and the overall well-being of
and firing coaches. And aJJ strongly felt
she was ready to lead as athletic director,"
our student athletes. Heather Lyke's back
Martin says.
ground and experience in athletic admin
Among those who recommended Lyke,
istration, as a compliance officer and as a
Martin says, was Gene Smith, the former
student-athlete, ensures Ea tern's focus on
EMU athletic director who now holds that
the entire student-athlete experience will
remain a top priority."
position at Ohio State University. Lyke

Heather Lyke brings new approach to EMU athletics

I

n an era when college sports are a com
plex mix of b ig budgets, big facilities
and big donors, Heather Lyke prefers
to keep the focus on the simple reason the
athletic department exists to begin with:
the student-athlete.
This approach comes naturally for Lyke,
the new athletic director for Eastern Michi
gan University. She under tands the chal
lenges and rewards for tudents competing
in Division I athletics because she lived that
life as a softball player on scholarship at the
University of Michigan in the early 1 990s.
While she was earning her bachelor's de
gree in education, she was a four-year letter
winner, a two-time team captain, a Big Ten
champion and an academic all-conference
selection.
Lyke says her student-athlete experi
ences a.re a touchstone for her approach
as an athletics administrator. She believes
successful athletic departments create a
comprehensive support network for their
student-athletes, but they also emphasize
the importance of personal responsibility
for the students.
"You're a product of this environment.
You're a product of the academic expecta
tions that are placed upon you, and the
athletic expectations, the expectations as a
person and (for the university) you repre
sent;' she says. ''.And so I talk to our student
athletes a lot about that importance. I
walked in their shoes. I have a whole lot of
respect for what they are able to do. But I
also ( tell them that) there are only so many
kids that get the opportunity to play at this

6 Eastern I FALL 2013

The Heather Lyke File

Photograph by Lynn Monson
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Starting out at EMU, Lyke has set
out three primary goals:
, First, she says, the emphasis has to be
on serving the athletes-there arc 553
this year. Surround them with the best
coaches and teachers possible, and pro
vide them an exceUent opportunity to
earn their degrees.
, Second, make sure the coaches have
the resources to be successful and look
for creative ways to advance their pro
grams. That means raising money by
having good tean1s that draw fans who
buy tickets, and by running a quality
program that draws the financial sup
port of alums and other donors. " We
need to think like a revenue-producing
entity. That has not happened here,"
Lyke says.
Is she worried about the culture shock
of coming from a huge, well-oiled ma-

chine like Ohio State? " Finance is an
issue no matter where you are. It's a lot
about raising money no matter where
you are," she says. " There are budget
controls in place at a place like Ohio
State. The fiscal responsibility and plan
ning process is what I'm bringing here.
We have to have fiscal accountability
and responsibility in planning, and a
vision. 1hat has to be implemented in
great detail, just as it is i n a place like
Ohio State."
The third goal is to create what Lyke
calls "an environment of comprehensive
excellence:' That means not only high
expectations for student-athletes, but
also for the athletic department staff
and the entire EMU community.
At her introductory news conference,
she suggested that the univer ity's initials
could also be an acronym for " Everyone
Must Unite." A united effort between the

About Eastern Michigan
University Athletics:

athletic department and the rest of campus
is crucial and requires constant communi
cation, he says. "We operate within a much
bigger umbrella, which is the University,"
Lyke aid. "So we have to be integrated into
the University. We have to collaborate, we
have to communicate openly and really
help them understand the challenges and
the opportunities we all have. You've got to
be very much integrated into the University
and working together for it to be ucce sful."
Lyke's athletic prowess-she wa a lefty
first baseman at U-M-runs in the family.
She was raised in Canton, Ohio, by parents
who played college sport . Her father, Jerry,
played football at Bowling Green State
University, and her mother, Marilyn, played
field hockey at Otterbein College (now Ot
terbein University) near Columbus, Ohio.
Lyke's brother, Trevor, played football
initially at West Point, then at Wittenberg
University in Springfield, Ohio.

EMU's varsity
intercollegiate
program l'eatures

The Division I
program boasts

Eastern Michigan
University has been
a member of the Mld
Americale ConfennR since

differen t sports,

and has ... among the
league's most successful
members
years
women'li teams
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"I like to run around
Lykc's athletic
endeavors these days
a
college
campus. You
"You're a product
include triathlons.
get a feel for it. You see
of this environment.
She goes for a run
cleanliness. You see at
You're a product
every day except
tention to detail. You
Christmas as a way to
of the academic
see branding. You see
relax from the stress of
visual
images. You see
expectations that
big-time athletics and
how bikes are stacked.
are placed upon
raising a family (she
You see how facilities
and husband David
you, and the athletic
are maintained; mainte
Catalano have two
expectations ... the
nance is a big thing. I'm
daughters and a son).
a
detail person; if things
expectations as a
She particularly likes
are not in order, I get
person and (for
to run the steps of the
bothered:'
stadium whenever she
the university) you
Lyke is the first
visits another college
represent."
woman
to lead EMU's
can1pus. She has run
athletic
department,
-Heather Lyke
in more than 75 stadi
and is one of only six
ums around the counfemale athletic directors
try and i good at talkamong the 1 20 Division 1-A universities. "I
ing her way into the ones that are locked or
don't know what value to place on that right
supposedly off limits to the public.

arsity
egiate
atures

now, but I really feel fortunate to be able to
have that opportunity because I know so
many people who have helped me-men
and women," Lyke says. She cites numerous
mentors who helped her as a student-ath
lete and as a beginning athletic administra
tor. Now, she says, her new job will allow
her to return the favor for others.
But for now her focus is on implement
ing and communicating her vision across
EMU's athletic department and campus.
"The reason why I took the job is not
only President Martin's belief in me, but my
belief in her and what we can accomplish to
gether. I spent a lot of time with her because
that relationship is essential to our success.
[ really connected well with her, as well as
the EMU community. 1 felt like people were
hungry for vision and leadership and the
opportunity to make a difference." C!II
-Lynn Monson

The program
employs more than

student-athletes
ii

teams
Eastern I FALL 2013
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An Honorable Growth

Honors College freshman enrollment has nearly doubled

I

pates in the competition is guaranteed at
mpressive as the numbers are-fresh
least a $4,500 scholar hip, about half of
man enrollment in Eastern's Honors
tuition," Sipe says. "That came in with (As
College program, which accepts enter
sociate Vice President for Student Affairs
ing students with at least a 25 ACT score
and 3.5 high school GPA, has nearly dou
and EmolLnent Services) Kevin Kucera,
bled since 20 1 1-it's what they represent
who changed some financial aid formulas
that excites Rebecca Sipe, the HC's director. to provide more support for students who
had a 3.5 and above."
For example, just as the cliche tells us
it takes a village to raise a child, Sipe has
Support, financial and otherwise, is
seen that it takes a
the key to keeping these
university to grow
top students at Eastern
an honors college,
once they've arrived. The
"Recruitmentfor the
and she's quick to
enrollment growth is
credit collaborations
gratifying, says Sipe, "but
Honors College has
across campus for the
I think it's the retention
become a campus
growth.
in the Honors College
"Over the last
wide activity. 11
that's been the coolest
three years, I'd have
story:'
-Rebecca Sipe
to say recruitment
Beyond the com
for the Honors Colmon denominator of
lege has become a
academic excellence, HC
campus-wide activity;' says Sipe. "Enroll
students are as varied as their classmates.
ment management, admissions and finan
"We have students from every single disci
cial aid have helped us become involved
pline, from business to nursing to music to
in the Presidential Scholarship competi
art," Sipe says. "We cross all five colleges."
tion and, starting last September, we've
And, also like their peers, navigating a
sponsored Honors' tours for high school
big institution like Eastern can sometimes
seniors every Friday. The admissions folks
be a struggle.
are taking information about the Honors
"There are people who think an hon
College out to schools, the colleges and
ors college is elitist, a silver spoon kind of
individual professors are doing a wonderful thing, and that is the myth I think we have
job of recommending students, and we're
done a good job of dispelling," says Sipe.
picking up more transfer students through
"We have many, many students in the Hon
strengthened efforts with the community
ors College who are first-generation col
colleges:·
lege students, who are putting themselves
Last December's Presidential Scholar
through school, who are at least partially
ship competition attracted more than 430
dependent on financial aid.
students, and Sipe says 52% of them even
"One of the messages that's tran mit
tually enrolled at Eastern. "That's a gigantic
ted to the students early and reinforced
piece ofour growth right there," she says.
throughout the program is you can think
Moreover, "Every student who particiof the Honors College as a family, a small

10 Eastern I FALL 201 3
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group inside of a large comprehensive uni
versity," she adds. "If they have a problem,
we encourage them to come to us. We abso
lutely will not solve it for them, but we help
them think about ways to approach the
situation, and ifit makes a difference, we' ll
pick up the phone and help them make a
connection. We try to find resource to help
them do the things they can't do on their
own, like study abroad, which most of our
students can't afford."
1l1e University has also made fellowship
money available to help fund undergradu
ate research and other kinds of projects
that enrich students' credentials when they
apply to graduate school or for their first
job. The fruits of all these efforts are already
ripening.
Sipe cites a few off the top of her head:
"We have a student seeking his Ph.D. in
political science at the University of North
Carolina with a full ride, another pursuing a law degree at George Mason, one in
biochemistry at Miami of Ohio, two at the
University of Michigan in chemistry, and
one who was just accepted to the University
of Alaska-Fairbanks in geology/archeology.
Students are going everywhere out of here."
And the one who are still here are reap
ing benefits, too. "A rea!Jy interesting and
wonderful thing is happening;' she says.
"More and more professors are coming to
us and saying I have this really cool proj
ect but I don't personally have a student
in mind who might be a good fit for this;
could you help me find one?"
W hen Sipe interviewed for this job in
20 1 0, she was chair of the Department of
English Language and Literature and ad
mits she wa "really reluctant to leave, but
I couldn't stop thinking about what could
be done if I had the opportunity to work
with Honors College students and make
Honor College available to more students,
and it's just been an amazing experience. I
feel like I'm the most fortunate person on
campus:' I!
-Jeff Mortimer

Around Campus

Showcasing the Past

University creates a new home for memorabilia

C

aptivating glimpses of the 1 64year history of Eastern Michigan
University are now being show
cased in a new gallery in McKenny Hall.
Earlier this fall, museum-quality dis
play cases, pedestals, shelves and lighting
were installed in a newly remodeled room
along the main corridor on the ground
floor. It's called the McKenny Gallery and
will feature a rotating collection ofhistori
cal photos and other University memo
rabilia1 such as letter sweaters1 debate
trophies1 old letters and documents-any
thing connected to the evolution of the
Michigan State Normal School1 founded
in 1 849.
A small1 initial display
was installed in time for
Homecoming weekend in
late September. Browsing
the photographs, visitors
could look into the eyes of
the nine members of the
1 909 women's basketball
team and wonder how
they could possibly play
while wearing those bulky
bloomers. Nearby, in a photo dated 1 899,
music professor Frederic Pease-yes, the
namesake of Pease Auditorium-placidly
poses with students in a Conservatory
of Music class photo. EMU alumni from
the 1 960s could search for themselves in
Homecoming parade photos of cheerlead
ers and the marching band promenading
in front of spectator-lined streets in down
town Ypsilanti.

12
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Also installed in time for Homecom
ing was a beautiful old bell-think Lib
erty Bell without the crack-believed to
have originally been in Old Main, one of
the first campus buildings. The bell had
been stored in the basement of Roosevelt
Hall and forgotten until staffers in the
Operations and Facilities Department
uncovered it, cleaned it up and built a
display stand for it. lt's now a striking con
versation piece as visitors enter McKenny
and start down the corridor toward the
new gallery.
The University's past is obviously
important to preserve as a historical re
cord, but it also needs to be displayed to
generate understanding and
conversations among current
students regarding their place
in the long history of the
institution, said Walter Kraft,
EMU's vice president for
communications. Addition
ally, displaying the history
helps build pride and cama
raderie for alums of every
generation.
" We're not a pop-up institution," Kraft
said. " We have a rich, rich history. We
want students to understand the depth,
breadth and history of the University.
They're part of something larger. It's not
just about going to class, going to a foot
ball game. It's about the hi tory and tradi
tion."
Kraft chairs a committee that continues
to work out the details and operational

Photographs by Randy Mascharka

procedures for the new
gallery. The idea was to start small and
build as the EMU community learns
about and vi it the gallery, he says. Fu
ture possibilitie include installing video
creens and informational kiosks in the
hallway outside the gallery.
Two comm ittee members, Randy Mas
charka and Patrick]. Barry, Jr., were early
champions of the project after they met
five years ago at an alumni function and
learned they had a mutual love of history,
particularly EMU's. Mascharka1 a familiar
face at EMU in his role as campus pho
tographer, began collecting and copying
historic campus photos from the school'
past. Barry, a retired speech and English
teacher in the Plymouth-Canton school
district, lectures in EMU's commu nica
tions program and is president-elect of the
EMU Alumni Association.
Highlighting history is an important
way to build alumni interest and loyalty,
which often prompts alumni to give back
to their university, Barry says. He see the

new gallery as yet another con
tribution to EMU's positive momentum in recent years with steady enrollment
growth, low or no annual tuition increases,
a new Student Center and many other
campus improvement .
"Eastern ha this phenomenal history
that people don't know. It just has this
incredible history," Barry said. "I think
that if people under tand all the history,
they're going to love this place as much as
Randy and I do."
Kraft credits Vice President for Opera
tions and Facilities John Donegan and his
team for remodeling the space for the gal
lery and refurbishing the old bell. ow it's
up to the committee to determine the con
tents, how often they arc rotated, hour of
operation and other policies. The gallery's
exterior wall is entirely glass, so many of
the artifacts can be viewed even when the
gallery is closed.

Barry says alum n i of his era
he received his undergraduate degree
from EMU in 1 9 7 1 and a ma ter' degree
in 1 973-will know where to find the new
gallery if they hear what used to be there.
Barry recalls many a day when he stopped
in and grabbed something to eat and drink
at what wa then known as Pumpernickel's
Deli. The eatery closed years ago and the
new Student Center that opened across
campus in 2006, made McKenny a less
bu y place. Now it's making a comeback
with the new gallery, a refurbished student
lounge/study area and other improve-

ments. Also part of
the initiative, Kraft says, is that
EMU's Alumni Relations office will be
moved to McKenny in coming months,
part of an overall effort to re-energize the
University's ties to it alumni.
For more information on the new gal
lery or to inquire about sharing hi torical
items, send an email to mckennygallery@)
emich.edu. Cl
-Lynn Monson
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10 Ways EMU
is Being More
Eco-Friendly
by Princess Gabbara

These days, it seems like everyone is looki11gfor
new and simple ways to reduce their ecological
footprint. We at Eastern Michigan University a,·e 110
s trangers to the trend. With trayless din ing options
and buildings that contain re- used and recycled
materials-let 's just say EMU 1vasn't ranked
by 71ie Princeton Review as one of the top green
colleges in the countryfor nothing. Check out some
of the cool and innovative ways EMU is doing its
part to help the environment.
ecycle, recycle, recycle

ore than 260 recychng bins for paper and plastic
ave been placed around campus, diverting almost
,300 tons ofwaste from landfills in the last four
years. EMU also recycled 688 tons ofpaper and
cardboard and 60 tons of electronics and
increased its recycLing rate by 74 percent

f'i.: .lmill'.IJ Dining Services has
significantly reduced
their food waste. Prior
to ditelling the trays,
tudents would pile
more food onto their
plates than they could

consume, creating a lot of waste, accord
ing to Tom Murray, executive chef of
Dining Services. With smaller plates and
no trays, tudent are more likely to cat
smaller portions.
goodbye to hard copies

day ofusing the good ole Xerox
hi.ne to run off a hundred copies
of Monday's lecture a.re over-well,
almost. To help save trees, many profes
sors are sending their students syllabi
and class notes via email, and accepting
signments and papers electro1licaJly
well. For instance, let's say a profes
assigns six short papers ( three pages
ch) during one semester. With roughly
0 students in a classroom, EMU could
save around 540 pieces of paper. If every
professor did this, can you imagine how
much paper we'd save ?
technology

n technologies were incorporated
tl1e renovations at Pray-Harrold and
the Science Complex. A new heating
and ventilation system was installed at
Pray-Han-old to provide better energy
management, saving EMU in energy
costs. Further, SO percent ofthe mate
rial from the building's demolition was
either recycled or reused. At tl1e Science
Complex, a roonop gar
den was added to act as
an insulator, which helps
the building stay cool in
the swnmer and warm in
the winter, saving EMU
another $3,600 in energy
costs per year.

Photographs IJy Randy Mascharka

-friendly clothing

the pen and paper

EMU Student Center bookstore is
the place to go ifyou're looking to pick
up a few eco-friendJy items-from crew
necks with tags that read, "Champion
Eco Fleece-Future Friendly" to recycled
commencement gowns. TI1at's right.
EMU's commencement gowns are made
from recycled plastic bottles-23 each to
be exact. That means that for every 1 ,000
tudents who walk in Oak Hall's Green
Weaver regalia, 23,000 plastic bottles are
dive1ted from landfills. Pretty neat, hub?
iency

partnered with Chevron Energy
tions, a recognized leader in innova
tive, clean energy development, to com
plete several energy-saving projects last
year, including replacing 727 windows
in Brown and Mw1son residential haJJs
with new in ulated and energy-efficient
window , as weU as installing a new boiler
plant in Dining Commons Ill to replace
a failing steam feed from the heating
plant. As a result, EMU saves more than
$230,000 in utility energy costs per year.
oks are the new way to go

ve over, textbooks. eBooks a.re on the
· e due to their many benefits: portabil
ity, cheaper price and the fact that they
also save trees. \-\That's not to love ? Most
bookstores offer hundreds ofeBook
options for students who a.re looking to
jump on board with the whole "save the
environment" trend.

participate in the
Energy Star chaJlenge,
a joint program of the
U.S. Environmental
ENERGY STAR
Protection Agency and
the U.S. Department of
Energy. TI1e goal is to improve the energy
efficiency ofEMU's facilities and buildings
by 10 percent or more.
green academic training

read that correctly. Students who
ested in pursuing careers in sus
ility can sign up for classes sucli as
GEOG 1 50 (sustainable
Y
T
I
S
R
E
V
development) or CNST
Hl(iA N U N!
EASTER N MIC
440 (LEED new construc
tion applications). Also,
faculty can attend seminars
on teaching strategies for
integrating concepts of sus
tainability into their courses.
m!��· ;r,
Doe n't this ound like a
- 1\9Ii�
_;);l
great way to incorporate
green living into your eveiy
day Life? We think so! 1!I
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A Conversation with Michael Tidwel l
by Princess Gabba ra

Michael Tidwell's resume speaks
volumes. Prior to being named
dean of the College of Business last
year, Tidwell served in the same
position at Bloomsburg (Pa.)
University. The southern California
native studied communications at
Ball State (Ind.) University as a11
undergraduate before deciding to
pursue business. He comes from a
family ofentrepreneurs so it's only
natural1 he says1 that he'd carry
on the tradition. With a master's
and Ph.D.from Washington State
UniversitJJ Tidwell has taught at a
number ofschools1 including Clayton

Eastern: W hat' s your overall vision for the College of Business?

Tidwell: The overall vision is to ensure that the College of Business is recognized as an
important and central economic force throughout southeastern Michigan. To do that, we
must ensure that every graduate of the College of Business is well prepared for a career,
hi ghly educated and adaptable in the new workplace. We want our students to be ready to
enter today 's work force. So having faculty members who are well educated, up to date on
current trends, ensuring that we have the latest technology in every classroom-those are
the types ofthings that it takes to ultimately deliver a world-class education.
Eastern: How do you plan on positioning the college strategically in this competitive market?

Tidwell: We're designing a co-curricular profes ional development program. It' designed
to ensure that students have interviewing, resume-writing, mentoring, networking and
etiquette skills-all those things it takes to not only get that first job early but to ensure
that they get that job at a higher alary, and that they get promoted quickly. Our program is
designed to launch them i nto their careers.
Eastern: Is there anything you ' d like to incorporate at
EMU from your time spent at other schools �

State (Ga.) University and 11ow1
he's brought his insight to Eastern.
He's got big ideasfor the College of
Business-and we wanted to hear
them.
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Tidwell: The biggest thing is that people support suc
cess. And when I say that, I 'm talking about alumni,
corporations or whoever from an investment perspec
tive, whether it's an investment of money or time.
Many people are reluctant to make an investment
where they haven' t seen a track record. You have to
begin to show a track record before you can get people
to buy into your new i dea, whether that's a business
idea or programmatic idea from a university perspec
tive. You need the investment before you can launch.
It's called " bootstrapping," which means you' ve got
to fi gure out how to do it yourself, and put your own
money and time in before other people jump on board.
And so because people support success, we have to
b ootstrap a lot of what we do before they invest.

"Many people are
reluctant to make
an investment where
they haven't seen a
track record. You
have to begin to show
a track record before
you can get people
to b uy into your new
idea, whether that's
a business idea or
programmatic idea
from a university
perspective."
-Michael Tidwell

Eastern: The enrollment level for the MBA program has

dipped over the last couple of years. How do you plan on in
crea ing it?

Tidwell: We've already done it. Our enrollment is up this year

relative to where it was last year. We're investing in our pro
gram . We're also spending quite a bit of time, energy and
effort in terms of talking up our programs, getting people
to recognize the value of a business degree, making sure the
resources we have are put into the right programmatic places,
and working with the main campus to make sure that students
know about the great things we're doing.

Eastern: Why should students choose EMU over other schools
to pursue their MBA or degree in business?

Tidwell: Our faculty in the College of Business is the best I've

ever worked with. They're as professionally accomplished as
any other group of faculty I've worked with. They've gone to
the big schools, they've published in great journals, they speak
at international conferences-they're very accomplished but
still attentive to student needs. They write, they publish, they
consult with big companies, but they're still interested in how
you did on the test, assignment or that group project. And
that's a very easy product to sell. I!
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by Jeff M or tim er

o s ay t h at technology
now p ervades our
l ives i s l ike s aying we
a l l need a i r to breathe:
we c o u ld save o u r breath by
uttering someth ing less obviou s .

I f you want to see what
happens when air is
misused, check out some
images of people in Beijing
wearing face masks when they're
outdoors. If you want to know
what happens when technology
is misused, ask Samir Tout.
ln a TED:xEMU talk he presented earlier this year, the
associate profe sor of information assurance in Eastern's
School of Technology Studies gave a quick tour of the dark
side of our technological dependence. Hacking and malware
are evolving faster than processing speed . Unique breeds
of malware grew tenfold between 2007 and 20 1 0, from six
million to 60 million. Your computer could be hacked merely
by visiting a legitimate web site that's
infected, which has happened in recent
memory to the sites of The New York
Times, Microsoft, Apple, Facebook and
NBC. A person with a medical device
in hi or her body that's connected to
a wireles network could be killed by a
jolt from a hacker up to 50 feet away.
" We have mart car , smart phones,
smart grids," Tout said in his talk.
"Everything is turning smart, I guess
. . . except humans. Someone may
OPPOSITE PAGE: Samir Tout

argue there i s a n inversely
proportional relationship
there:'
The remark drew laughter
and applause from his audience,
but what would gratify Tout
even more is an awareness
on the part of us humans - a
pervasive awareness, i f you will - that it's high time we turned
smart, too. That means not only educating more, way more,
students for careers in keeping technology secure, but also
educating the general public to be more technologically savvy.
" When I was discussing some of these basic technology
matters with teachers back in ( his native) Lebanon, I
realized that most of them were not really equipped with the
knowledge they need to talk to the
kids, the knowledge those kids need to
get into the field," Tout says. "When I
came to the U.S., I thought this would
be better, but I found it to be almost the
same and that disturbed me."
As he pointed out in his talk, nine
out of 1 0 schools in thi country don't
have programming classes, and 41 of
the 50 states don't count coding classes
toward math or science requirements
for high school graduation-yet
"systems engineer" is at or near the top
of every list of the hottest future jobs.
Put another way, 60% of future jobs

:§ .____________,=::..;,______,
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will involve computer programming but only 2% of current
K-12 students are studying it.
Tout sees a perfect storm brewing in that disconnect. "The
alarming statistic is that by 2020, we will have one million
unfilled jobs," he says. "Imagine the facets of the technology
we depend on that will be poorly handled. The failure of that
technology would have potentially disastrous consequences."
Equally daunting, and equally part of the problem, is the
prospect of a general public that shows few signs ofbecoming
more technologically savvy. W hile it will be up to the
educated experts to defend corporate websites and perhaps
food supplies, individuals also need to learn how to defend
themselves.
Tout's concerns about these issues persuaded him that
"maybe one of the forums to address this would be a T ED
talk. Maybe we can make even a small dent and someone
can carry that message and make a larger dent. I'm willing to
contribute as much as I can to closing that gap and maybe this
is a good start."
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oth Tout and the Eastern community are doing
more than talking; they ' re making dents ofvarious
sizes with a wide range ofprograms tailored to
faculty, staff and current and future students.
One example is the Cyber Security Awareness Committee
(CyberSAC), which Tout helped found and which brings
together representatives from the College of Technology,
Faculty Development Center, University Communications
and the Division ofInformation Technology, to work on
increasing the awareness ofcyber security at Eastern and
integrating security best practices into its culture.
Perhaps its most conspicuous effort to date has been to
send, under a contract between the Division oflnformation
Technology and PhishMe (a company that helps organizations
improve their employees' online security awareness) , a phony
phishing email every month to up to a thousand Eastern staff
members with university accounts. Almost everyone has seen
a phish, an official-looking message purporting to be from an
institution the recipient does business with that says he or she
must divulge private information like passwords or account
numbers in order to avoid some negative consequence.
Most of them are relatively crude and easy to spot but,
like their malware brethren, they get more sophisticated all
the time. Steve Edwards and Rocky Jenkins, members of the
CyberSAC team that runs the program, incorporated this into
their strategy.
"The first two scenarios that we sent out were run-of-the
miU, saying your account is over its storage limit, and we need
your password," says Edwards, senior information security
analyst in the Division of l nformation Technology. 'Td like
to think that they looked reasonably ' legitimate,' but people
are used to the ones threatening their email account. We got
about 4% of the people to fall for each one. In September, the
third month, we sent a much more targeted email, still not
incredibly specific but using some institutional knowledge
that's publicly available:·
Inspired by an actual case at the University of Michigan,
the message told recipients that Eastern was updating its
direct deposit system and they would have to provide their
routing and account numbers or else pick up a paper check
each pay period. Bingo !
"That was enough to take us from 4% to 19%," says
Edwards. " Because it was different than what people expected
a phish to look like, it had more results."
The results they really seek are educational, however.
Anyone who " bites" by clicking on the proffered link gets a

..-

message saying you fell for a phish, but here's a video to help
you detect them better in the future.
Most people don't contact them, says Jenkins, the IT
division's director ofnetwork and systems services, but from
those who did, "we had a variety of reactions, everything from
'if this was a joke, it wasn't funny' to Tm so glad that you did
that because I thought I was immune to phishing and you've
shown me I need to be more attentive to emails.' "
"They're immediately educated," says Edwards. " With
the last one, of the people who provided credentials, 39%
of them watched the video in its entirety, one to one-and-a
haJf minutes. All told, throughout the three months, we've
delivered 175 minutes of phishing education to our user
community through their web browsers.''
The cost of including students in the program would have
been prohibitive, says Jenkins, but "we're tr ying to educate
them in other ways that are more cost-effective," such as
posters featuring three comics drawn by nationally syndicated
cartoonist, and Eastern alum, Dave Coverly, illustrating the
consequences if they don't "think before you ( click) ( post)
(type) "; rewarding spam-savvy behavior with T-shirts
designed by University Commu nications and bearing the
same message, and displaying it on digital billboards around
campus.
1l1e program could be expanded to the faculty next year
if its efficacy and their interest are demonstrable. Meanwhile,
Peggy Liggit, director of the Bruce K. Nelson Faculty
Development Center and another CyberSAC member,
arranged for an anti-phishing presentation at New Faculty
Orientation in August by Close UP Classroom (C2 ) , an
ensemble offaculty, staff and students who create original
theatrical pieces to address issues surrounding teaching and
learning.
"My expertise isn't cyber security or IT," says Liggit. "I
j ust provide a different perspective to the group. The most
important thing about what C2 does is their skits transcend
words. People respond emotionally to them and the message
comes across loud and clear."
" Many of us in the ensemble had saved such spam and
phishing attempts and we used them almost verbatim in the
scene," says Jessica "Decky'' Alexander, associate professor of
applied drama in the Department of Communication, Theater
and Media Arts and Director of the Office of Academic
Service-Learning. "It begins with a representation of Carl
Powell (assistant v ice president and chief information officer),
who had sent an email last year warning us on phishing

attempts. We used that as the core text and basically 'Carl'
attempts to get his message across but is drowned out and
overwhelmed by actors portraying the other messages. The
scene ends with him standing on a chair and yelbng to get his
message across.''
astern's efforts to brighten the cyber security future
extend to area middle and high school students,
more than 600 of whom took part this year in either
Cyber Qµest or Digital Divas, two initiatives of
Eastern's Information Assurance and Computer Engineering
Technology programs.
Cyber Quest participants learned to apply security to
embedded logic controllers and construct a wind or solar
generation device to power a cell phone. Eastern faculty
members also taught them how to ensure the security of their
device and keep it from bein g compromised.
The young women at the Digital Divas event, held
on campus in May, got to attend breakout sessions with
speakers from General Electric and Google as welJ as Eastern
information assurance and computer science students on topics
including computer animation, cyber bullying and sexting.
Little by little - or should we say " bit by bit"? - people
whose lives are touched by Eastern are improving their odds
of getting as smart as their gizmos. I!
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Gary l(oppelman named Science Teacher of the Year

••�-·••

by Linda Hass

•�.,..•

ary Koppelman has always been i ntrigued
by natu re, from the worm wiggl ing in the
ground to the ripe purple grapes growing on h i s
grandfather's farm. Earn ing a bachelor's degree i n
science a n d maste r's in education from Eastern
Michigan University helped to transform that natu ral
sense of wonder i nto a powerfu l teaching presence that
h as inspired his studen ts, school and community for four
decades.
Koppel man's exemplary classroom teaching also has
earned him nat ional renown. 1his spring, the devoted fifth
grade teacher at Blissfield Community Schools was honored
as Science Teacher of the Year by the National Scien ce
Teachers Association ( NSTA ) .
The association chose Koppelman, 6 1 , from among
t h ree semifinalists for the coveted 20 1 3 Nati onal Shell
Science Teaching Award and presented i t to him at the
N STA National Conference on Science Education last
April i n San Anton io, Texas. He also received a $ 1 0, 000
cash prize.
'Tm ecstatic about receiving an award for doing
someth i ng that I truly love to do," says Koppelman (BS73,
MA79), who teaches science i n the elementary school's
2,400-square-foot Blis field Envi ronmental Lab (BELL)
that he envisioned and developed. Part of the award belongs
to Eastern, he adds.

Hands-on, Mind-on
" Eastern i s at the front lines when it comes to science
education and I benefitted fro m that. l attrib ute my hands
on, mind-on approach and my emphasis o n creativity to
teaching method cla ses at Eastern," he says. "Solutions
for complex p roblems are fou n d when we think creatively.
Logic will take us from A to B, but creativity will take us
everywhere."
The innovative l ab-the o nly one of its kind in the
nation among public elementary chools-is separated
in to b iome , such a the tropical b iome where students can
see and touch exotic creatures like " Rosy," the rose-haired
tarantula, he say . The lab also contains an arboretum
and terrarium fu rn i hcd with a freshwater stream/pond,
b u tterfly house, sal twater ecosystem, aviary, herpetological
area and i nvertebrate zoo. It is powered in part by green
energy-wind and solar power.
1l1e lab's impact can be seen in test scores. According

Photograph by Cara Jones

to results of statewide testi ng i n 20 1 0, 86.4 p ercent o f
Blissfi.el d's fifth graders met or exceeded expectatio ns i n
science compared with 78 percent statewide. " Hands-on
learn ing makes a difference," says Koppelman, adding that
science skills will b e especially vital in the future. " I t will be
up to the n ext generation o f science innovators to help m eet
future energy needs," he says.
Such fo rward thinking was not a part o f Koppelman's
m indset when he was a youth in school, he says. "Growing
up, I never seemed to measure up to those around me. H igh
school was d i fficult because o f various learning disab ilities I
didn't know I had. I didn't do well i n many of my classes, so
I never thought college was an option ."

The EMU Difference
But one of his teachers-an Eastern Michigan University
graduate-recognized his love o f sci ence, and encouraged
him to consider Eastern because of i ts exemplary programs
and support services. Koppelman fol l owed his advice,
applied for admission and was pleasantly surprised when he
was accepted.
It was a l i fe-changing choice. Koppelman fo llowed
his bachelor's degree in science with a master's degree i n
education. I n the process, a n EMU p ro fessor d iscovered his
learn i ng disabili ty.
"The professor required the class to come i nto her office
to phoni cally read a list of n o nsense words," he says. "As
I went through the list, she asked m e to repeat several
words and di scovered I had dyslexia and an aud i tory
discrimination problem." 1l1e p ro fesso r gave h i m several
strategies and tools to overcome his d isabi lity, and the rest
is h istory.
" Winni ng the 20 1 3 National Shell Science Teaching
Award is a n experience that has given me renewed passion
to help students overcome their challenges and obstacles
and excel in science," Koppelman says.
lt is a winn ing combination of qualities, according to
David Evans, STA executive director. "Science teachers do
a lot m ore than j ust teach-they inspire. Gary Koppelman
is a shining example of this," he says. " He showcases
everything that is outstanding in a quality science teacher.
On behalf o f N STA, I offer my congratulations and thanks
to Mr. Koppelman fo r his dedication to excellence in
science education and the i ngenuity, i nspiration and world
class education he provi des to his students every day." I!
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Class Notes

In Memoriam

John P. Keusch (8527) Chelsea, June 9
Madeleine (Boilore) Keusch (853 1 ) Chelsea,
Jan. 2 7

Alice (Medendorp) Braham (MA62) Cheboygan,
May 28
Russell D. Smith (BS62) Litchfield, June 1

Jane (Thompson) Gruber (MA 74) Monroe, Aug. 2
Donna (Glover) Sokoly (8574) Troy, Aug. 1
Terrance Feret (BBA75) Milan, May 1

Beth (White) Griner (8532) lnterlochen, May 25

Larry Flood (8S63) Auburn, Calif., July 3

Eileen (Bitzer) Trott (BA36) Ann Arbor, April 1 2

Ruth A. Munger (MA63) Ypsilanti, May 1 1

Michael F. Gelaude (8575) Fenton, July 27

James J . Balten Jr. (8539) Sterling, April 25

Gary R. Hentz (8563, MA65) Ann Arbor, June 4

Jesse J. Hale (MA75) Canton, May 3 1

Doris (Woodruff) Neighbors (BA41) Harrisburg,
Pa., June 1

Robert L. Mabrey (8564, MA67) Cookeville, Tenn.,
Aug. 20

Edward J. Roecker (MA76) Monroe, July 1

Rita (Pepin) Shannon (BS4S) Port Orange, Fla.,
April 23

Anne (Arnold) Kinney (BS64) Dewitt, June 1 9
Leonard K. Kitchen (BS64) Howell, July 1

Susan (McKinney) Steel (BFA75) Chelsea, June 7

Kathleen L. Hoskins (BA76) Phoenix, Ariz., July 2
Douglas J. Brownrigg (SPA76) Cass City, May 3 1
John W. Little (MBA76) West Chester, Pa., Aug. 1 2

Mary (DeChantal) Ouellette (BS48) Midland,
April 9

Thomas C. Basso (BS6S) Ann Arbor, June 24

Margaret (Pollard) Tuttle (BA49) Findlay, Ohio,
June 6

Martin A. Belsky (MA66) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
May 27

Barbara (Warner) Weiss (BASO, MA69) Ypsilanti,
June 2 1

Marjorie (Webb) Richardson (MA66)
Traverse City, July 1

Kathleen (Mu eh Ilg) Cramer (BBAS l ) Ypsilanti,
July 9

Nancy (Wiggin) DuBois (8550) Traverse City,
Dec. 23

Edward E. Brown Ill (MA66) Leesburg, Fla.,
June 26

Lena (Sturgill) Ricks (8591, MSW94) Dearborn,
Aug. 1 4

Ferris E. Clouse (BSS 1 ) Missoula, Mo., July 5

Vivian (Summers) Peace (MA66) Montclair, N.J.,
Aug. 1 8

Helene (Miller) Weddington (8595) Ypsilanti,
Aug. 1 1

Donald D. Watson (MA66, SPA72) Barryton,
June 9

Re>< K. Johnson (BS9S) Anchorage, Alaska, May 5

Robert L. Hill (MS67) Armada, July 1 9

Steven T. Snyder (8504) Chelsea, July 4

Jacob Grigorlan (8556, MA59, SPA6S)
Mooresville, N.C., Aug. 30

Ronald J. Peltier (MA68) Menominee, Aug. 29

Kathleen A. Ritzert (BS 1 0) Ann Arbor, June 20

Helen M. Eldred (8557) Rochester, July 3

Thomas J. Boyne (BBA69) Escanaba, July 30

Carolyn C. Roberson (BS57, MA60) Bloomfield
Hills, June 1

VincentW. Peltier (BA69, MA70) Ann Arbor,
May 22

Florence (Hulett) Walker (MA57) Duluth, Minn.,
Aug. 7

Mary J. Quade (BA69) Winchester, Tenn., July 20

Julia (Warth) Van Winkle (BSS4) Brooklyn,
June 1 0
Muriel M. VanPatten (BS54, MA6S) Port
Charlotte, Fla., May 28

Don B. Springman (MASS) Bluefield, W.Va.,
Aug. 28

Alice (Beecher) Gottsleben (MA70) Bad Axe,
July 30
Claire (Phillips) Alley (BS70, MASO) Jerome,
June 2 1

Ruth A. Sisung (8559, MA66) Sterling Heights,
Aug. 1 9

Charles L. Carberry (MA70) Carson City, May 2 6

Robert J. Brown (BS60) Hastings, June 26
Alice (Saven) Crippen (BS60) Spokane, Wash.,
April 1 7

Carol (Kehoe) Negri (8570) Flint, Aug. 25
Robert B. Borcherdt (MA71 I Toledo, Ohio, July 12
Thomas A. Collins (8572) Portage, July 1 7
James P. Reed (8573) Dayton, Ohio, May 2

Dorothy (Tank) Decker (8561 ) Jackson, July 1 8

Charles H. Koop (BA73) Williamsburg, Aug. 6

Kathryn (Morahan) Murphy (8561, MA71 )
Dearborn, May 1 3

Margaret (Barson) Frank (MA73) Tucson, Ariz.,
May 29

Ronald P. Lasecki (8S62) Rochester, Ind., July 9

Laura (Beck) Lewis (BS74) Battle Creek, May 29
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David E. Rowe (BBA77) Manitou Beach, May 26

Michael L. Caulk (SEPU03) Saline, June 1 2

Charles W. Sullivan (BA69) Austin, Texas, June 24

Marilyn M. Gmelin (BS59, MA68) Milford, July 3

Joseph G. Graf (8560) Whitmore Lake, July 2

Mark G . Walker (8577) Winona, Minn., June 8

Facu lty and Staff Memoriam
Arthur E . Ellis (MA70) began his career a t EMU
in 1968 as executive director of governmental
relations and university budget. He also was
secretary to the EMU Board of Regents. He left
EMU in 1 970 to become president of Central
Michigan U niversity. Mount Pleasant, June 1 4
Sidney Gen din, professor of philosophy for 3 5
years. Ann Arbor, Aug. 2 1
James B . Hause served as department head
of the music department for 23 years. Jim also
established the musical therapy curriculum at
EMU. Ypsilanti, June 5
Paula (Thompson) Misselhorn worked in the
Admissions Office and retired after 28 years of
service. Ypsilanti, Aug. 5
Patricia (Wicks) Mccreery started at the
university l ibrary in 1 970 and retired from EMU in
1 990. Ann Arbor, July 6.

In Memoriam: Remembering Ernest Merlanti

T

hroughout his professional
career, Ernest Merlanti focused
on doing what was right, not what
was most convenient.
Merlanti, who passed away in
August at age 82, helped students
in Eastern's College of Business
focus on ethical leadership as they
prepared for the business world.
After running a highly successful
technical staffing and placement
firm in Ann Arbor for more than
30 years, he and his wife Jeanne
wanted to give back to the Washt
enaw County area. Sensing a press
ing need for expanded business
ethics training, the Merlanti Foun
dation made a $1 million pledge
to Eastern's College of Business in
2001 to establish a business ethics
program in the college.
"You have to start early in order
for ethics to be taken seriously;•
Merlanti said at the time. "It's not
just a set of rules on the books.
Ethics needs to be lived."
Merlanti saw good ethics as an
integral component of good busi
ness. That philosophy has carried
over into Eastern's business curricu
lum, says EMU College of Business
Dean Michael Tidwell.
"The Merlanti Foundation's
generous gift helped the College
refocus its efforts on the impor
tance ofteaching ethics;'Tidwell
says. "The lasting legacy of that
contribution is that our courses are all infused with an ethics compo
nent. Ernie Merlanti was a visionary who forever changed the way our
students see ethics in business."
Scott Merlanti, Ernest's son, says his father also took great pride in
identifying and solving complex business problems.

"Dad was a real people person who understood the needs of both
managers and employees;·scott says. "He was very interested in the
personnel aspect of business and came up with creative solutions to
some difficult employment problems. That's a quality many of his col
leagues will never forget:'
-JeffSamoray
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1 960s

Wendy M . Baxter (BBA72) has been

Rochelle 8alkam (8A61 , MA 73,
MS8S) has retired after 52 years of

teaching history-24 of which were at
Eastern Michigan University.
Sally J. Labadie
(BS63, MA70) retired

after 50 years of
working i n education
as a teacher, a principal
and as an elementary
intern coordinator for Michigan State
University.
Barbara J. Willis (BS6S) has been

honored as one of the 50 Michigan
Chronicle Women of Excellence for
actively engaging in making changes
to improve Metro Detroit.
Edward M. Strazzini (8S66) has
retired after 23 years of serving as an
EMS helicopter pilot for Air Methods
Corporation.

honored as one of the 50 Michigan
Chronicle Women of Excellence for
actively engaging in making changes
to improve Metro Detroit.
Kristy Montee (8572) has co-written
a new crime fiction novel, "Heart
of Ice.· This is the 1 2th novel of the
Louis Kincaid series. Prior to writing
mystery novels, Montee worked as a
reporter for the Sun-Sentinel in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Gary R. Herron (BBA72) has released

a book about the history of baseball in
Albuquerque, N.M., titled, "Duke City
Diamonds: Baseball in Albuquerque.·
Michael B. Torrey (BS72) has been
elected to the National High School
Athletic Coaches Association Hall of
Fame. He also recently retired after
40 years of coaching swimming at
Zeeland West High School.

Marianne K. Martin (8S68) was
awarded the Trailblazer Award by the
Golden Crown literary Society. She
was also inducted into the 201 3 Saints
and Sinners Literary Festival Hall of
Fame.

Carla E. Sledge (8ME73, MA82)

R.L. McNeely (8A68)
retired as a professor
emeritus at the Bader
School of Social
Welfare, University of
Wisconsin. McNeely
continues to serve as a practicing
attorney at Midwest Legal Center, LLC.

David E. Slusher (8573, MA77) has

1 970s

Jeanette C. Meyer
(BS7 1 , MA75) along

with her husband,
Thomas Meyer, was
awarded the 201 3
Musgrove Evans
Award. This award is given to
individuals whose efforts have
contributed to the quality of life in
Tecumseh, Michigan and make the
community a better place to live.
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has been honored as one of the
50 Michigan Chronicle Women of
Excellence for actively engaging in
making changes to improve Metro
Detroit.

retired from Columbia Central High
School after 40 years of serving as
a teacher, coach. administrator and
ultimately, a principal.
Paula J. Sheldon (BME74) has

released her third book titled,
"You're Hired."lt's designed to
help readers develop a mindset
for success, regardless of their
field or experience level.
Paula C. Snyder (BS74) has co
authored a novel in the"Contagious
Optimism"book series. The book
offers inspirational stories from
around the globe.
Claudia J. Whitsitt (8575, MA8 1 )

has written a novel titled, 'The Wrong

Guy;'which is loosely based on The
Michigan Murders-seven serial co-ed
murders that occurred in Washtenaw
County during 1967-1 969.
Joseph J. Suriano (MS76) has retired

after 35 years of serving as a Navy
diving coach.
Susan P. Ward-Witkowski (8576)

has been appointed city attorney of
Southfield.
Arthur L. Flitner (MA77) has received
the Inland Marine Underwriters
Association Excellence in Education
Award.
Donald W. Mroz (MA78) has been

promoted to president of Post
University in Waterbury, Conn.

1 980s

DanielJ. Mcclory (8581, MA82,
HPS 1 O) has been appointed as

Independent Director of MusclePharm
Corporation. McClory is currently
a director of Motion Picture Group
Worldwide in Los Angeles, Calif.,
and serves on the USA Track & Field
Foundation Board.
James F. Woods (BBA83) has been
appointed as president of Hainbuch
America Corporation Workholding
Technology. Woods previously served
as vice president of sales.

Wendy C. Rutter (BSN83) is part of a
medical team that assists patients in
Migori, Kenya. The team is dedicated
to improving health conditions in
the region.
Lynn M. Torossian (B8A83) has
been named the president of Harper
University Hospital and Huntzel
Women's Hospital.

John E. Dewitt (BBA84) has retired
from the State of Michigan after
more than 33 years of service.
Lisa R. Tennant (BFABS, MA91,
MFA92) has released her first

children's picture book titled, "Min
Min and the Magic Garden;· a tale that
brings the journey of adoption to life.
Kam M. Lim (8586, MSBB)

presented a keynote paper at
the first Chicago International
Conference on education back in
June. He was also interviewed by
WBEZ 91 .5 FM's Worldview.
Michael Lyon (BBA86) is the Vice

President of Operations at Quicken
Loans. Lyon has been with Quicken
Loans since 1 997 and leads a team of
approximately 2,500 team members.
Carol S. Ross (BA86) has released a

book titled, "Trudy; a mystery novel

about a former detective, who is
unable to resist the urge to solve a
mystery, and becomes involved in
the life of a young girl who is the sole
heir of her family's fortune.
Michelle M. Donaldson (BS87)
has joined KOB Eyewitness News 4
in Albuquerque, N.M., as the news
director. Prior to moving to New
Mexico in 2000, Donaldson spent
eight years at WXYZ·Detroit.
Margaret L. Sartori (MS87) is an

assistant professor of psychology
and a clinical supervisor at the
Michigan School of Professional
Psychology. She also has an adult
private practice and performs
psychological assessments for
students K· 12 at various schools.
Andrea L. Griffin (BS88) is the new

principal of Elliott Elementary School
in Westland.
Sabrina A. Jackson (BS88) has

launched her own television show
titled, 'Sabrina's Couch,"where she
focuses on resolving her guests'
issues. The show aired on August 10.

1 990s

Paul T. Saulski (BA94) will be

Theodore H. Phillips (BBA91 ) is the
director of business development
at Anchor Lamina America Inc., a
manufacturer of tool, dye and mold
components.

participating in the Mike Mansfield
Fellowship Program in Japan in order
to gain a greater understanding of
the country's legal and regulatory
systems, institution arrangements
and decision making processes
related to economic policy, financial
regulation and international financial
regulatory cooperation.

Charles R. Hatt (MA92) is the new

Jordan C. Young (BS94) has received

Julie A. Bedford (BS91 ) has been
named principal of Deerfield
Elementary School in Novi.

principal at Burns Park Elementary
School in Ann Arbor. He previously
served as the coordinator of literacy
and social studies for the district.
Michelle Suzanne Berg (BS92,
MA99, SPA08) is the new principal

of Ford Early Learning Center in
Ypsilanti.
D.J. Culkar (BS92) has been
promoted to senior vice president
and assistant general counsel at
Comerica Incorporated. He has been
with Comerica since 2006.
Douglas A. Donnelly (BS92)

Robert C. Jennings (B8A88) is the

has been named director of
communications for the Automobile
Racing Club of America.

owner of Swim Gear, a competitive
swimming gear retailer in North
Carolina. Jennings swam at EMU
and still competes in U.S. Masters
Swimming events.

Dr. Eric W. Fulcomer (BS93) is
the vice president for enrollment
management at Rockford University
in Rockford, Ill.

Stephen F. Piccolo (MLS88)

has been named the executive
chairman of the board for Kurian
Inc., a clean energy company that
creates technological solutions that
minimize and stabilize nuclear and
hazardous waste for safe, secure and
permanent disposal.
Paul K. Dalpiaz (BBA89) has been

named vice president of Crain
Communications Inc., where he
will be responsible for developing
and deploying the Detroit-based
company's overall information
technology and e-business strategy.

Damon E. Duncan (BS94) has been
named as the new executive director
of the Housing Authority in Elgin,
Ill. He will oversee the renovation
of the Central Park Tower housing
development.
Kathryn E. Keller
(BA94) is the vice

president for policy
and external relations
at The Health
Foundation of Greater
Cincinnati, an organization
dedicated to improving the health of
the people in the Cincinnati region.

the 201 3 PGA Player Development
Award. Young is currently PGA
director of instruction at Fox Hills
Learning Center in Plymouth.
Simona M. Turner (BS96) is a

United States pretrial services officer
and mental health specialist at the
Federal Court in Detroit.
Victoria E. Wandmacher (MA96,
SPA 1 1 ) is the new principal at White

Pine Middle School in Saginaw.
Krista Jarvey (BS97, SPA 1 1 ) has

been hired as the assistant principal
at Ypsilanti Community Middle
School.
Victor W. Fournier ( BS97, BS02)
has been named the new athletic
director for Livonia Ladywood High
School.
Nichole A. Francis
Reynolds (BA97) was
recognized as one of
the Nation's Best
Advocates: 40 Lawyers
under 40 by the
National Bar Association.
Brian M. Turner (BS97, SEPU97) has
graduated with a Masters of Business
Administration from Wake Forest
U niversity.
Brenda A. Jenkins
(MLS98) won the

Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society's 20 1 3 Woman
of the Year award from
the Michigan Chapter.

EMU Alumni
Association Board
of Directors
President:
Katrina Vanderwoude (MA91,
EDD08)
President-elect:
Patrick Barry, Jr. (BS71, MA73)
Parliamentarian:
Marques Thomey (BSOO)
Secretary:
Ryan Buck (BS02)
Treasurer:
Thomas Wells (BBA84)
Past president:
Gregory A. Sheldon (BBA96)
Directors:
Trudy Adler (8501)
Chad Allee {BSW08, MSW09)
Patricia Andrewes (BA66)
Robin Baun (8575)
Amanda Bennett (BSOS, MA12)
Linda Edwards-Brown (MLS86,
MSW95)
John God re {BS67)
George Harrison (8567, MA72)
Jasmine Lee {MSW09)
Matthew Mortier {BBA09, MA12)
Robert Murkowski (8506)
Paul Nucci (8594)
Don Reichert (B509)
Jerome Rush (8572)
Caroline Sanders (BS97, MLS02)
Niklaus Schillack (BBA98)
Andrea Shipp-Caldwell (MAOS)
Mauricio Silva (MS03)
Emeritus Directors:
William Malcolm (BS76)
Vicki Reaume (B591, MA96)
W. Fred Roberts (BA56, MA68)
H. F. (Bud) Schirnmelpfenneg
(BS68)
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Fay M. Poissant
(BBA98) was elected
201 4 National
President of the
United States Junior
Chamber, a non-profit
organization that provides
development opportunities that
empower active citizens between
the ages of 18 and 40 to create
positive change.
Robert A. Zalewski (BBA98)
has been named the new senior
vice president of Enterprise Risk
Management and Compliance at
Hantz Bank.
Earl A. Boykins (BS98) has been
inducted into the 20 1 3 Greater
Cleveland Sports Hall of Fame for his
standout basketball career.
Wesley S. Coller (BS99) has co
produced of the movie, "Man of
Steel; which was released in theaters
this past summer.
Lee P. Pritts II (BS99) is an assistant
wrestling coach at Romeo High
School and a camp advisor for the
Romeo Wrestling Camp.

2000s

Amanda E. Kulikowski-Clark
(BAOO) is the CEO and president of
Grammar Chic, Inc., a professional
writing services company located in
York, S.C.
Matthew Long (BSOO) has been
promoted to dean of students at
Greensboro College. He joined the
staff in 2007 as director of residence
life before becoming the associate
dean of students.
Aaron D. Rose (BSOO, MAOS)
was named principal of Erickson
Elementary School in the Ypsilanti
Community School District.
Jason R. Struble (BSOO) has
published an article for the American
Law Institute Continuing Legal
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Education Group titled, 'A Brief Guide
to Comparative Advertising.•
Cindy L. Hasselbring
(MA01 ) recently
accepted an
appointment from the
Maryland State
Department of
Education as the special assistant to
the state superintendent for special
projects.

Te'Sah M. Hemphill (BS03) has
been promoted to manager of
Michigan State University Federal
Credit Union's call center.

Lamanzer D. Williams (BS07) is the
new athletic director and assistant
principal for Ypsilanti Community
Schools.

Brett P. McWethy (BS03, MS06)
has been hired as associate director
of communications for the Big
Ten Conference's Video Services
Division. He began his career in
athletic communications at the Mid
American Conference in 2005.

Megan Lee Crosbie (BBA08) has
joined Charles Reinhart Company,
Realtors. Prior to working for the
company, Crosbie worked as
marketing coordinator for Reinhart.

Mark A. Howison (BS01 ) has been
appointed to the position of clinical
manager at Joak American Homes.

Hyeuo M. Park (MA03) is the new
principal of Bach Elementary School
in Ann Arbor.

Jay P. Kennedy (BS01 J has
received the Graduate Minority
Fellowship from the American
Society of Criminology, as well as
the Distinguished Dissertation
Completion Fellowship from the
University of Cincinnati.

Natalie R. Turner (MA03) is the new
principal of Ypsilanti Community
Middle School. She previously served
as the assistant principal at the
Willow Run Intermediate Learning
Center.

Matthew J. Montange (SEPU01 J
is the new principal of Harper Creek
High School in Battle Creek. He
began his career in 2001 as a teacher
at South Hill Academy.

Julie Reiff (BBA04J has joined
Charles Reinhart Company, Realtors.
Prior to joining the company, Reiff
worked as a marketing analyst at
Plastic Packaging.

Nina L. Davis (BS02,
MA09) has been
promoted to principal
of L'Anse (reuse
Middle School East in
Chesterfield. She
previously served as L'Anse (reuse
Middle School's associate principal
for two years.

Melodie J. Wiseman (BBA04) is a
licensed attorney in Wisconsin and
also works as a senior compliance
specialist in suburban Chicago.

Jason W. Stoicevich (BBA02) has
been named head of Fiat North
America. He will retain the position
as director of the California Business
Center.

Devon M. Akmon (MS06) has
been selected as director of the
Arab American National Museum.
Akmon has worked at the museum
since 2005, and was hired as curator
of community history before being
promoted to deputy director in 2009.

Megan M. Andrus (BFA03) has
won first place at the 201 3 Masters
Nationals Swimming competition in
the 200-meter butterfly event.
Melissa A. Bentley (BS03) is the
associate field producer for the
television series, "The First 48;'which
airs on Thursday nights on A&E.

Geoffrey D. Dryer (MBAOS) has
been promoted to corporate treasury
manager at Molex Incorporated in
Lisle, Ill.

Brian D. Wickstrom (EDD06) is the
new athletic director at the University
of Louisiana at Monroe.
Charles B. Tate (M507) has joined
Schafer Industries as manager of the
company's Driveline Division.

Haitham A. Fakhouri (BS08) has
launched his own web development
business, Bold Media. The company
has developed 250 websites since
2008, and has expanded its services
offerings to a number of different
areas, including search engine
optimization and digital marketing.
Brian J, Cook (BME09, SEPU09) is
the new band director for Edmonton
North High School in Oklahoma.
Brea D. Gates (MS09)
has become a
recognized leader in
the field of
engineering and
sustainable facility
operations management. Gates
currently holds the position of
manager of engineering area support
at Sodexo in the Business and
Industry Division.
Carol B. Diglio (SPA09)
was promoted to assistant
superintendent of Human Resources
by the Novi Community School
District Board of Education. Digilio
has served the Novi school district for
the past 18 years.
Meaghan K. Troup (MS09) has
had her paintings accepted at
the Bridge Gallery in Rochester,
N.Y. Troup's pieces have also been
featured at the Bare Metal Gallery in
Northumberland and the Kind Cafe
in Selinsgrove, Pa.

201 0s

Katie E. Booth (MA 1 OJ is the new
principal of Hamilton Elementary
School in Westland. Booth has been
with the district since 2008.

Katie A. Collins (BS1 0) was awarded

the 201 3 Pickering Graduate Foreign
Affairs Fellowship.
Benjamin E. Kaszeta (BS 1 0) is an

assistant coach for the women's
volleyball team at McNeese State
University in Lake Charles, LA.
Keszeta also served as volunteer
assistant coach at EMU from 2009201 0.
Thomas M. Gore (MS1 1 ) has been
hired by Hanger Clinic as a clinician in
Orthotics and Prosthetics.
Alexis Boyden (CBSA 1 2) is the

new assistant principal of the
Ypsilanti Community High School.
Boyden spent the past seven years
as a department chair and teacher
consultant at Ann Arbor's Skyline
High School.
Bo J. Kinder (85 1 2) is an assistant
baseball coach at Heartland
Community College in Normall, IL.
Corey A. Watman (BSA 1 2) has

been drafted fourth overall in the
Canadian Football League by the
Saskatchewan Roughriders.
Troy M Woloszyk
(BS12) has been hired

by Beach Properties of
Hilton Head Island, a
premier vacation
rental company.
Jacqueline S. Craig (SBA 1 3 ) has

been promoted from her EMU
student internship position at the
Michigan Business Connection in
Ann Arbor to Financial Analyst.
MBC is part of an ongoing intern
partnership with EMU.
Andy Leon Mulumba Kabaluapa
(BSA 1 3 ) was drafted second overall

in the Canadian Football League by
the Winnipeg Blue Bombers.

Taking a Stand
Dannielle Kostrab-Boyd (8597) received the 2 0 12 Seedling
Award from the Michigan Coalition to End Domestic and
Sexual Violence for her advocacy for children who are victims
of sexual assault and domestic violence.

She's served as a Child Advocacy Center program
coordinator and therapist at Sexual Assault Services, a
department of Bronson Battle Creek for nearly 1 S years.
Prior to working at SAS, she worked as a part-time resident
care worker and volunteer com munity editor at a domestic
violence shelter in Ohio.
While attending EMU, Kostrab-Boyd completed an
internship at HAVEN, a non-profit organization for victims of
domestic violence and sexual abuse.
"During my internship, my passion for working in the
field of domestic and sexual violence strengthened;' Kostrab-Boyd says. "I knew I wanted to continue to
work toward advocating for children and women dealing with interpersonal violence."
She's looking forward to continuing her work with SAS, as well as pursuing a doctoral degree in the
future. She resides in Battle Creek with her three children.
-Princess Gabbara

Big Hit Off-Broadway
Erik B. Abbott-Main (B506) i s performing in a n off
Broadway production entitled, "Sleep No More." It's a
production by the London-based company, Punchdrunk,
that combines characters from Shakespeare's "Macbeth"
with the look and feel of Alfred Hitchcock's "Rebecca:·

"As a performer, the challenge of'Sleep No More' is a n
exciting one;' Abbott-Main says. " I t requires a great deal of
fluidity between acting, dancing and improvisation-all
forms of advanced training that I am thankful to have
received at EMU:'
The Grand Blanc native began his tra ining in the arts
in high school, where he learned a technique known as
"mask characterization;· in which actors and actresses wear
masks and must develop characters by relying solely on the
actions of their bodies instead of dialogue and storylines. The masks hide their faces, allowing them to
create a personality and probe deeper into themselves.
When h e's not busy a uditioning for roles, A bbott-Main finds time to give back to his alma mater:
From 2001 -2004, he staged musical productions with his former high school instructor, Denise Botzki,
and he created work with 1 2 EMU student dancers for the a n nual Faculty and Guest Artist Concert.
-Princess Gabbara
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Alumni Scholarships
Continuing the Legacy

I

n 1 970, a scholarship was established to honor the children and
grandchildren of Eastern Michigan University alumni. Undergraduate
students may apply for this scholarship. Recipients should reflect:
• Scholastic achievement.
, A desire to strengthen their existing family relationship to the
University.
• An interest in service to the EMU community and its constituents.

Each award is worth up to S 1 ,250 per academic year and is renewable based
upon class level, degree program and successful completion of other eligibility
requirements. Application guidelines and renewal criteria are outlined below.

Application Guidelines:

The EMU Alumni Association awards undergraduate scholarships. To be
considered, each applicant must be admitted to EMU as an entering freshman,
sophomore, or transfer student, and:
, Submit a fully completed application.
• Provide official transcripts reflecting at least a 3.2 grade point average.
, A written letter of recommendation.
, An essay (500 words or less), describing what it means to you to be an
EMU Legacy.

All applicants must be sponsored by a parent or grandparent who is an Eastern
Michigan University alumna/alumnus and all candidates may be requested
to attend an interview with the Scholarship Committee. Demonstration of
financial need is not a requirement for this scholarship.

Application deadline for the 201 4-2015
academic year:
Hampton court
Kew Ga rden

, Undergraduate deadline: May 5, 201 4
Go to emich.edu/alumni for full details and an application.

NCAA Disclosure

P

er NCAA requirements, Eastern Michi
gan University is publicizing that a
major violation was found to have oc
curred in the sport of Women's Basketball
in 2009-10. As a result, the institution is
currently under NCAA probation for the
2012-2013 and 2013-2014 academic
years due to violations committed by a

A

FOR A FULL BROCH U RE:
Call 734.487.0250
or email a/umni.re/ations@emich.edu
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prior women's basketball staff. This pro
bation does not affect EMU's ability to be
selected for post-season championship
competition in women's basketball.
For more detailed information on the
infraction please visit:
www.emich.edu/ncaa_violations/

II Class Notes submissions

Mail to: Eastern Michigan Univer

should include your name,

sity Office for Alumni Relations,
1 349 S. Huron St., Suite 2, Ypsi
lanti, Ml 481 97, or use our online

address, e-mail address, phone
number, degree(s) and year of
graduation.

submission form at emich.edu/
alumni.
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